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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

I.1. Background 

International trade is the movement of goods or services from one state to 

another.
1
 This term is familiar within international relations as the emergence of 

the terms international trade were heavily talked after World War II, in order to 

improve states condition using economical relation. The growing impacts of 

globalization and liberalism can be seen through the establishment of several 

international economic institutions such as World Bank, International Monetary 

Fund, and later the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
2
 Once state 

has opened its market or joins free trade, it can bring both positive and negative 

effects for the state.  Having fewer trade barriers, and the non-tariff barriers, free 

access to the market means abiding the international rules of trade, also sharing 

market information that created to help as global governance; this claimed to be 

more beneficial to several states which are more developed.
3
  It‟s believed that 

having more open market increase state opportunities and income, in terms of 

comparative advantages, and movement of goods and people.
4
  

On the other side, by joining an open interaction in the international 

market, with states with their own priority and interest, probability of 

disagreement, misunderstanding and dispute are very likely to happen. One of the 

problems that occur is trade dispute, when a disputable situation between states 

are claimed to be harming or threatening international relation realm, or between 
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two states itself.
5
 Dispute in practice explained by the World Trade Organization 

(WTO), is interpreted as a significant disagreement between states in relevant 

towards of certain trade obligation or rules.
6

 It usually arouses caused by 

implementation of trade measures, such as tariff, duty, or non-tariff measure. 
7
 

The trade dispute itself, considered when there are material loses done by the 

measures or set of rules implemented by one of the states and might lead towards 

worsen conditions for one or both.
8
 This usually requires a settlement, before the 

losses getting bigger. The probability of bigger dispute might end up for worse 

like trade war, usually associated with the use of intensive prohibitive measures of 

trade policy such as boycott, embargoes
9
, for example United States-China trade 

war that affect largely on private entities even towards stocks market. This is why 

a mechanism for a settlement for trade dispute or methods to prevent it is 

necessary. 

The most familiar trade regime that has been adapted by most states is 

under the World Trade Organization (WTO) based on GATT 1994 and Uruguay 

Round, where it‟s an upgrade form from International Trade Organization (ITO) 

and GATT 1948.
10

 An International Organization that is established not only 

provides a set of rules that control tariff but also give ground for international 

community to commerce and handles disputes between states.
11

 It operates with a 

goal to liberalize trade by decreasing barriers within trade as minimum. Not only 

has WTO contributed in setting up regulations about tariffs, quotas, non-tariff 
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barriers, but it also settles trade disputes with Dispute Settlement Body.
12

 Many 

economists did analysis regarding contribution of WTO towards state trade 

activities and it did increase trade activities and opportunities between states. 

WTO role and involvement in solving dispute are able to be main point of its 

relevancy today. 

WTO DSB has been titled “Jewel in the Crown”.
13

 The title is given 

because how it is perceived to be important within international realm and high 

participation of states to resolve dispute within DSB each year. It is pretty rare for 

an institution to have its own mechanism that handled binding third-party 

adjudication of disputes between sovereign states.
14

 As December 2016, the DSB 

has taken 573 requests for consultations, and it has issued over 350 dispute 

settlement decisions.
15

 Based on WTO website, there are 117 cases in some still 

from 1995 without any following up, asked for consultation without any concrete 

result.
16

 There are theories that stated regarding how dispute can be settled  

because of GATT and WTO has small enforcement power, so the defendant 

acknowledge panel rulings to avoid retaliation from complainant, in order to cut 

cost as it is will take more cost if the case continue to establish a panel.
17

 Claims 

regarding that most developing state actually harder to achieve settlement for their 

dispute, and that they are less competent to argue regarding legal points during 
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consultation phase, thus referred to how the issue might not achieved a successful 

conclusion at the dispute settlement panel. 
18

 

The infamous WTO and DSB, still remains as one of the famous option to 

handle trade dispute between its members. United States brought a case to DSB to 

help settle its disagreement regarding Indonesia‟s import licensing regulation 

related to the Horticultural and Animal product. In this case, Indonesia declared 

has 18 measures against WTO rules
19

 within its domestic sectors regulations, or 

case D447/D448. The case that started in 2014 seems coming to an end in 2019. 

This case of trade dispute explain regarding material losses, such as estimated 

money lost from US because Indonesia‟s import license regulations, and the 

effects of dispute on bilateral relation of states. The case between Indonesia and 

The US on horticultural products and animal products is used as the model case 

for this thesis to determine on WTO‟s role in resolving trade dispute. 

 

I.2. Research Question 

Based on the situations explained above, I suggest the following research 

questions 

1. What are Indonesia and US interests in trade dispute of the horticultural 

and animal products? 

2. What are the roles of WTO on settling the dispute between Indonesia and 

the United States on Horticultural and Animal Products? 

 

I.3. Research Objective 
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This research‟s objective is to understand the interests behind the trade dispute 

between Indonesia and United States regarding Indonesia‟s import regulation on 

horticultural and animal products. The case is also used to be a model case, which 

can help to prove WTO‟s significance in resolving trade dispute, measured by its 

contribution, rules, the role of its dispute settlement, and the probability of 

sanctions.  

 

I.4. Research Contribution 

The results of this research is to give an understanding to the readers about the  

role of WTO on helping to solve trade dispute specifically  is the dispute between 

Indonesia and United States in horticultural and animal products. This topic might 

be criterion in solving similar trade dispute or any other dispute in the future, as 

well brought awareness towards the importance of WTO and its significant role 

on capability in handling disputes. The research includes several arguments and 

proof regarding WTO roles on aspects such as contribution and importance of its 

DSB. I also hope this research will be able to fill the gaps as one of the reasons 

WTO as still a legitimate, effective organization within the international arena 

which has been doubted in the past years. 

 

I.5. Structure of Thesis 

Chapter one is the introduction, it includes the overview of the whole 

content of this thesis; it‟s also contained the research question that will be 

addressed in this thesis and the thesis purposes. 
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Chapter two, which is the theoretical framework, enhancing the 

international relations theory and concepts that will be used as scheme to examine 

the significance of WTO as an international organization that resolve trade dispute 

in this case between Indonesia and US regarding the horticultural and animal 

products. This chapter included the summarize several related scholarly studies 

regarding the concept of WTO role in resolving trade dispute, regarding its 

principle and how it‟s able to have  a significant role within settling trade dispute. 

Chapter three is the methodology; this chapter yields explanations 

regarding the research approach, method that used in this thesis. As well the data 

collection technique that breaks down the collection of data needed for this thesis. 

The data analysis method in this chapter used to describe how the data collected 

apply to answer the research questions in Chapter two. 

Chapter four is the main chapter of the thesis, which is the analytical part 

where it included explanation regarding the data gathered been analyzed to show 

the significant role of WTO in resolving the trade dispute between Indonesia and 

US of its horticultural and animal products import restriction or import licensing 

applied by Indonesia also in consider with huge role of WTO in international trade 

realm in systematic manner with alliances of theory and concepts of International 

Relations. The end result of this chapter is used to be the answer of the research 

question of this thesis.  

Chapter five, which is the conclusion and recommendations, includes 

summary and conclusion of the analysis from chapter four, it also includes 

recommendations for similar situation and future research regarding the 

importance of having institution that help settles dispute.  


